
Understanding Paper Weight & Thickness 

 

Choosing the correct paper for a digital print job can be confusing. Should your paper choice be 

determined by Basis Weight, M Weight, Caliper or GSM?  Each of these are different and the 

specification of the sheet may look the same in some cases, but they may be far from what you need for 

your job.  The information below is laid out to help you better understand the difference and make the 

correct choice when choosing the paper for your job. 

Basis Weight:  

You have heard the term 20# Bond, 60# Text & 100# Cover.  These paper specifications are referencing 

Basis Weight.  The weight, measured in pounds, of 500 sheets of paper in that paper's basic sheet size is 

its basis weight. Even after the paper is trimmed to a smaller size, it is still categorized by the weight of 

its basic size sheet. However, the basic sheet size is not the same for all paper grades, which causes 

confusion when comparing different types of paper and their weights.  

Examples: 

• When 500 sheets of bond paper at its basic sheet size of 17 x 22 inches weighs 20 pounds, that 
paper is still identified as 20 lb. paper even after it is trimmed to the familiar 8.5 x 11 inch size. 

• When 500 sheets of cover stock at its basic sheet size of 20 x 26 inches weighs 65 pounds, the 
cover stock is still referred to as 65 lb. cover even when trimmed to a smaller size. 

 

Basic Sheet Sizes for Different Types of Paper 

• Bond, copy paper, ledger paper and rag paper all have a basic sheet size of 17 x 22 inches. 
• Offset, book, text and coated papers have a basic sheet size of 25 x 38 inches. 
• Cover stock has a basic sheet size of 20 x 26 inches. 
• Tag stock has a basic sheet size of 24 x 36 inches. 
• Index stock has a basic sheet size of 25.5 x 30.5 inches. 
• Bristol stock has a basic sheet size of 22.5 x 28.5 inches. 

Because the basis weight is based on sheet sizes that differ among types of paper, basis weight alone 
isn't sufficient for choosing a paper. An 80 lb. text paper is not the same as 80 lb. cover, for instance—it 
is much lighter weight. You need to know if you're talking about bond paper or cover paper or one of 
the other types of paper to compare them by weight. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/book-paper-basics-1078257
https://www.thoughtco.com/coated-paper-information-1078271


 

GSM 

The metric system measures paper weight in grams per square meter (g/m2) or GSM.  The scale is 

continuous, meaning that all categories of paper use the same scale.  This avoids the confusion of the 

Basis Weight system and promotes a good sense of relative weights. Most digital presses list specified 

compatible substrates in minimum and maximum GSM. The GSMs stated in compatibility charts and 

OEM spec guides are based standard papers.  Density is a component of GSM measurements, meaning 

that the more pulp, filler or fibers in a substrate the denser it will be. This will result in a heavier GSM.  

The issue is much more prevalent when you are looking at synthetic substrates for digital printing. In 

these cases, it is better to pay attention to the substrates caliper.`  

Caliper 

Caliper indicates the paper’s thickness. Measured in thousandths of an inch using a micrometer, the 

caliper can either be expressed as .007 or 7 pt. A paper’s caliper is affected by its basis weight and finish. 

For example, a 100# cover stock with a Smooth Finish would not have the same caliper as a 100# Cover 

stock with a Felt Finish.  The felt finish would be coarser and thus have a thicker caliper although the 

basis weights would be the same.  

M Weight 

M weight is the term used for the weight of 1,000 sheets of a given size of paper. It is used to determine 

the weight of a printed piece or number of pieces based on the given size of the sheet. 



Paper Weight Comparison Chart 

   

 

Kelly Paper Price Lists Include All Measurements 

 

 

 

Text - Smooth
Item Number Size Basis MWT GSM Caliper Color Sheets/Ctn

P0203865 8.5x11 50 9.84 74 0.0039 White 5000


